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Executive Summary 

The COVID-19 pandemic has left the entire globe in a state of shock and despair. 

The pandemic of this magnitude is unprecedented in our day and age, which 

means there is no template of how to handle it. The lack of a template is both a 

challenge to governments as well as companies and individuals.  

 

It is impossible to present a paper touching upon all of these different instances. 

Therefore, does this project aim at presenting what is best practice for brands 

navigating through this COVID-19 pandemic. The project concludes that best 

practice for conducting communication during a global pandemic is: Analyse the 

rhetorical arena for one’s brand and act based on that.  

 

In the early stages of this project, it became evident, that it was rather difficult to 

generate the best practice of merely one case example. Companies vary in size 

and options. Furthermore, different brands were placed in different situations. 

Whereas some struggled others thrived. Therefore, it was decided to consider 

three vastly different cases to enable the research to be generalised.     

 

The outcomes of the three cases were relatively similar. However, their 

approaches were incredibly different. It became quite obvious throughout the 

analysis, that it was the brand identity and the situation that determined the 

approach. Different approaches also meant that different theory applied. This 

paper presents a mixture of theories which was applicable to these specific cases. 

These theories do not exclude others, although they confirm the themes of the 

theory which is most likely to be applicable to brands navigating through a global 

pandemic.  

 

The methodology selected for this analysis may not be the most efficient in 

determining the best practice. However, these methods were considered the only 

measure applicable, thus there is no post situation as of yet, and therefore the 

crisis communication presented is still active. The methods analyse the rhetorical 

decision made by the brands and to generate a conclusion of their decision the 

responses were analysed as well. This should not give a definite result, however, 
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it should enable to make an estimate to whether the messages were received 

positively or negatively.  

 

Enjoy this piece of introductory study to one of the most trending research topics 

in the near future. A study which has presented initial ideas and guidelines to 

brands who struggle to navigate through the stressful and confusing times of a 

global pandemic. These ideas should lay a foundation for future research, and to 

gain actual insights to whether the brands in question succeeded; future research 

is required.  
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Introduction 

“WE WILL WIN THIS WAR. When we achieve this victory, we will emerge stronger 

and more united than ever before!” (Trump, 2020) 

 

When a crisis strikes people, corporations and governments tend to react with 

multiple individual reactions (Coombs & Holladay, 2010). Back in December, 

reports started coming out of China with a new virus occurring, COVID-19. Quite 

rapidly, the virus spread in China, and as the virus spread beyond the Chinese 

borders, Europe, and the rest of the world started suffering (Al Jazeera, 2020). 

Suffering that even made Trump was declaring via Twitter, that the fight against 

the pandemic of COVID-19 was a war. 

 

As COVID-19 spread, countries closed down, industries started cancelling 

shipments, flights and travels and restrictions came in thick and fast. The 

development within different markets, countries and societies have come quite 

rapidly, and messages have been changing on a day-to-day basis. Something that 

made it difficult for all entities to navigate in the various restrictions, messages 

and additions (AL Jazeera, 2020).  

 

Hagan (Hagan & Levi, 2007) defines a crisis to be “crisis, by definition, can mean 

predicament, emergency, calamity, disaster, or catastrophe. Anything that 

interrupts the normal flow of business”. Question is though, how do one cope with 

that interruption? Whether it is an individual or a business, there are precautions 

to be taken and choices to be made. Many companies have been forced to shut 

down while others are struggling to get by (Hancock & Powley, 2020) and on the 

other hand, some companies are thriving during this crisis (Ludwig, 2020).  

 

This paper seeks to investigate what is best practice during a pandemic such as 

this in terms of communicating, managing one's brand and changing direction to 

gain the best possible outcome of this crisis. Notably, the language will be 

projected and what discourses are relevant, when considering COVID-19 

management by the brands. 
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• How should a company navigate through the Corona crisis to strengthen or 

maintain their brand through communication and what discourses grant 

this? 

 

Hypotheses regarding the research question 

- Companies will mainly use pathos in their discourse  

- Actions depend on the size of the company. 

 

Through theories of crisis communication, change management and branding, 

various decisions made by different companies will be analysed. The analysis will 

be a twofold assessment of these specific actions, where the communication 

produced by the company will be taken through discourse analysis, and the 

reactions will be put into a thematic analysis. This assessment is to provide an 

answer to whether specific actions have created a positive brand association or a 

negative one. Something that may be considered the only outcome in times, 

where sales could have been constrained. 

 

Limitations 

As any paper, there are certain limitations to take into account. As in the case of 

this paper, the case itself includes various limitations. The argument is centred 

around the outbreak of the Corona Virus. As an ongoing crisis, it is simply not 

possible to draw any conclusions on the back of it. Thus the crisis frankly has not 

created a post phase yet. Therefore, the conclusions drawn from specific actions 

will be an assessment of initial reactions by certain audiences. 

 

“There has never been a case like this before. It is incomparable.” (Appendix 1, 

L. 28).  

 

Anders Elleby, who is a chief advisor at the communications bureau Lead Agency, 

stated the crisis to be unique and something that has never been experienced 

before. Therefore, theory in regards to this is also scarce. The theory which this 

paper will generate its point of departure is, therefore, more guidelines and 

scopes.  They are not necessarily models to be placed in the context of this case. 
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The spectrum of this pandemic is worldwide making the cases, the comments and 

approaches uncountable. Additionally, considering that the virus has been 

spreading sporadically around the world, different countries or markets are at 

different stages in the fight against it. Therefore, it has been considered essential 

to limit the paper to a specific timeline. Therefore, there has been made a cut of 

information flow by April 1st, enabling the article only to consider things that 

happened before that date. 

 

Due to the decision of cutting information flow, the paper will initially present a 

timeline outlining what has happened thus far.  

 

Timeline of COVID-19 

To establish a common ground of the development of the crisis. The following 

section will present a timetable of the crisis, which will highlight critical flashpoints 

during the crisis. This will be done to make common ground and to ensure when 

the newsflow cut had been made concerning the paper. 

- December 31st, 2019  

o Chinese Health officials inform WHO of a cluster of unusual sickness. 

- January 7th, 2020 

o WHO declares the new Corona Virus eminent. 

- January 13th, 2020 

o First confirmed case of Corona Virus outside of China. 

- January 20th, 2020 

o First confirmed case in the US. 

- January 30th, 2020 

o WHO declares the situation a global public health emergency. 

- January 31st, 2020 

o Travel restrictions start, and the US closes its borders for people who 

have been to China lately. 

- February 11th, 2020 

o WHO names the Corona Virus, COVID-19. 

- February 14th, 2020 

o First death due to COVID-19 in Europe 

- February 21st, 2020 
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o Outbreak begins in Italy 

- February 27th, 2020 

o First Danish case confirmed. He was Infected in Italy.  

- March 3rd, 2020 

o WHO reports a shortage of supplies and encourages manufactures to 

increase the amount. 

- March 6th, 2020 

o Denmark bans gathering of 1000 people or more. 

- March 11th, 2020 

o WHO declares COVID-19 a pandemic.  

o Comedy Zoo closes. 

o Denmark closes school and bans gathering of more than 100 people. 

- March 13th, 2020 

o The Danish borders close. 

o The US declares the disease a national emergency. 

- March 14th, 2020 

o Comedy Zoo call for help from their customers. 

- March 15th, 2020 

o Danish press accuses travel agencies of not paying refunds. 

- March 16th, 2020 

o Spies deny accusations by the press, 

- March 22nd, 2020 

o Gap Inc. announces they will aid PPE supplies. 

- March 25th, 2020 

o Gap Inc. Share tweet about hospital networks.  

- March 31st, 2020 

o One-third of people around the world is under lockdown. 

Sources: (Secon, Woodward, & Mosher, 2020), (Ritzau, 2020), (WHO, 2020), 

(Comedy Zoo, 2020) (Gap Inc., 2020), (Spies, 2020).   
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1.Literature review 

The literature for this paper is focused on crisis communication and branding. 

These two main pillars of research will support each other, alongside the primary 

data, to determine a best practice. These theories will be presented with the goal 

of them, enabling me to process the actions and strategies chosen by individual 

companies concerning this unprecedented crisis. The selected theories of crisis 

communication will be presented first, then followed by the selected theories of 

branding. Hence this paper also will include the behaviour by the audience of 

particular messages. The iterative process of this paper presented further 

theoretical possibilities. Therefore, there will be a short introduction to change 

management, as well. The theory will be displayed in the manner of a funnel, 

meaning that initially all chosen theory will be presented. Concludingly, it will be 

described how they will support and form the scope of the report. 

 

1.1 Crisis communication 

"A crisis can be viewed as the perception of an event that threatens important 

expectancies of stakeholders and can impact the organisation's performance. 

Crises are largely perceptual. If stakeholders believe there is a crisis, the 

organisation is in a crisis unless it can successfully persuade stakeholders, it is 

not. A crisis violates expectations; an organisation has done something 

stakeholders feel is inappropriate" (Coombs & Holladay, 2010 p. 6) 

As Coombs states, a crisis happens when expectations are violated to a certain 

degree. According to expectancy theory, expectations are one of the main drivers 

for our behaviour (Purvis, Zagenczyk, & Mccray, 2014). Therefore, it becomes a 

critical condition when something happens that we do not expect. However, it 

must be stated that a violation of expectation can also have a positive outcome if 

the outcome of the event is better than expected (Parker, 2003) 

When considering the corporate world, expectations are violated when a company 

does something that is not expected of them to do. An act like the case of United 

Airlines may be an excellent example of crisis communication. In this case, a man 

was forced out of his seat on a domestic flight in The United States (Czarnecki, 

2017). Due to overbooking, some passengers needed to move from their place. 
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Since nobody volunteered, they chose a 69-year-old passenger to move. He 

refused, and they violently forced him out of his seat, while people were recording 

it, and it went viral on social media (Czarnecki, 2017). 

“The international potential of a crisis is compounded by the near real-time spread 

of information through the Internet and traditional news services.” (Coombs & 

Holladay, 2010 p. 423). 

As the example showcases, the crisis originated internally. United Airlines did 

something that violated expectations, it negatively affected the stakeholders, and 

there you have your crisis. It correlates quite perfectly with Coombs view upon 

crisis communication. Namely, that a crisis occurs internally (Coombs, The 

Protective Powers of Crisis Response Strategies, 2008). Additionally, the crisis 

sparked due to the vast information flow through social media. As coombs 

emphasise, this overwhelming information flow is something that can boost any 

emergency.  

Once having entered a crisis, there is an array of possibilities of how to approach 

it. The following part of this paper will emphasise two different theories within 

crisis communication that are considered relevant to the case of Corona Virus and 

the intended analysis. These theories will be the theory of SCCT - Situational Crisis 

Communication Theory by Coombs (2008) and a look into the Rhetorical Arena by 

(Frandsen & Johansen, 2010) 

1.1.1 Situational Crisis Communication Theory  

As a crisis spark, there are a set of options for an organisation to pick from. These 

vary from taking full responsibility and acknowledging a problem to deny 

everything. These are the two poles, and a reaction could be anything in between 

these two (Bradford & Garret, 1995). Situational Crisis Communication is a tool 

that should enable an organisation or a company to determine which strategy or 

approach is the most adequate given the situation (Coombs, 2007). It might be 

the case that it is appropriate to deny any relation to a crisis or might be necessary 

to do the opposite. 
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In the case of Coombs (2008), the situational crisis communication is presented 

as a tool of maintaining reputation within a crisis. 

 

“The amount of reputational damage a crisis situation can inflict drives the 

selection of the crisis response strategy” (Coombs, 2008 p. 243). 

 

According to situational crisis communication, the potential reputational damage 

is a combination of the responsibility of an incident that has triggered the crisis 

and different external factors applying intensity or attention to the event (Coombs, 

2008). Therefore, these are the two main pillars to be addressed when 

determining a set of strategies. However, both of these determining factors are 

both being interpreted this way externally, they are assessed externally. The 

intensity of attention applied is something of the external matter. Yet, the 

responsibility of an incident is something that is being interpreted by the 

stakeholders and not by the company itself. However, stakeholders will apply 

different amounts of obligation and pressure, depending on various sorts of crises 

(Coombs, 2008).  

 

Therefore did Coombs & Holladay (2002) generate a template for varying crises 

and the amount of stakeholder pressure related to the different ones. It is called 

the crisis cluster and is divided into three distinct groups of crises. The intention 

of generating such clusters was that a template could be made for each type of 

cluster enabling communicators, managers etc. to respond quickly and correctly 

to all sorts of crises (Coombs, 2007). 

 

1.1.2 The three crisis clusters 

• The victim cluster / Denial (Coombs & Holladay, 2002) 

When considering the victim cluster, the approach is on the scale of denying 

responsibility. The victim cluster is applicable for cases that the company has no 

possible way of taking responsibility. It is considered external factors that are 

responsible for a given crisis, and actions taken on this sort of approach should 

elicit compassion from the stakeholders or move focus.  
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Cases could be rumours circulating the brand. False stories that are started by 

some external source. Additionally, it could be natural disasters causing the 

organisation to enter a crisis or might even be product tampering by, once again, 

an external source. 

To counter a crisis within the victim cluster, there are three different approaches 

to interact with. Firstly, there is a straight-up denial. They simply deny the crisis 

to be of reality as a way of burying rumours, for instance. Secondly, there is the 

more offensive approach being attacking the accuser. This is more about moving 

perspective and for example, claiming that the accuser is mistaken, not credible 

etc. Lastly, there is the option of finding a scapegoat. A scapegoat is someone 

responsible for the crisis, and finding someone outside the organisation as the 

scapegoat would be the same as relocating the crisis. 

 

• The accidental cluster / Diminish (Coombs & Holladay, 2002) 

Defining the accidental cluster lies very much within the word, accidental. Crises 

occurring concerning the accidental cluster are unintentional happenings. May it 

be an unintended technical issue, which has led to production problems, 

misunderstandings between different partners or claims of the wrongdoing of 

conduct. The common denominator is the lack of intention to any misdeed 

performed. 

 

One of the main pillars within the accidental cluster is the level of trust. 

Considering lack of confidence may lead to a lack of belief when claiming 

something happened due to an accident or unintentional behaviour. Therefore, 

may the level of trust also determine the actions taken when countering a crisis 

like this. 

 

If there are trust issues, it may be of the most significant interest to go out and 

excuse the event while claiming any lack of ability to control the given situation. 

On the other hand, it is also possible to go out and justify the development. By 

playing down losses, or defending why a particular employee acted in that specific 

way. 
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• The preventable cluster / Deal (Coombs & Holladay, 2002) 

 Lastly, we end at the opposite end of the spectrum. In the preventable cluster, 

there is no doubt, the organisation have handled a given situation improperly. 

Individuals within the company or the company itself have taken inappropriate 

actions or knowingly violated regulations, norms, rules etc. For instance, with the 

case of United Airlines.   

Within this cluster is the highest risk of loss in reputation or a generally negative 

outcome; hence, the company has mismanaged. Thusly, this is the cluster with 

most counter-moves as well. 

 

Ingratiation is the first counter method, which is the storytelling version. Handling 

such a crisis is done by creating a storyline of the relationship between stakeholder 

and company. It is done to reminisce of a good relationship in the past. Might 

even be reminded of much the company has been of assistance to the stakeholder. 

Secondly, is the option of showing concern at use pathos in the communication. 

This can be done by showing remorse or concern for the victims of the given 

crisis.  

 

Then there is the showcase of compassion through gifts. May also be called the 

buy-out clause. In this case, the victims of the given situation are offered gifts as 

retribution. The last two actions, regret and apology, are closely related. Both are 

showing remorse, using pathos and indicates an awareness of how unfortunate 

this given situation is. The difference is that the apology clearly takes responsibility 

for the crisis, and simply apologises for the specific wrongdoing the company has 

conducted. All the different factions have in common that they wish to end the 

crisis in sort of a deal manner, where the company does something, and then the 

mess will disappear—kind of in the sense of purchasing something to cover a need.   

 

Thus combining the cluster with the response strategies a company should be 

enabled to approaching any given crisis. However, having the strategies straight, 

there is still something missing. The rhetoric, because how does one communicate 

remorse, for instance? Therefore, the second pillar of the crisis communication will 

be the Rhetoric Arena. 
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1.1.3 The Rhetorical Arena 

The rhetorical arena springs out of approaching crisis communication with a multi-

vocal approach. It is an approach the emphasises the fact that there are many 

different relevant entities within crisis communication. Therefore, every existence 

must be acknowledged communicatively (Frandsen & Johansen, 2010). Media, 

politicians, consumers etc. There are many stakeholders, with different 

perspectives when approaching a crisis, and all aspects require different or 

generate various dynamics, making it essential to acknowledge the differences. 

Calling it an arena is a very aggressive phrasing of the communicative processes 

occurring doing a crisis. However, referring to these communicative processes as 

happening inside an arena, which is commonly a place for battling might not be 

entirely off (Millar & Beck, 2004). This is due to the fact that different actors within 

the arena, have different goals or intentions when interacting, engaging or 

rejecting a piece of communication which has entered the arena (Bentele, 2005) 

Frandsen & Johansen (2010) divides the rhetorical arena into a macro and a micro-

level. The macro-level is the general description of the arena or the fighting 

ground, where the micro-level addresses the different actors or fighters just to 

stay within the arena metaphor.  

1.1.3.1 Macro-level 

As already touched upon, the macro-level emphasises the overall constellation of 

the arena. It establishes the different fighters in the arena and the overall 

dynamics. Additionally, the arena is specified by the differentiation in 

communicative patterns generated by the different fighters or actors. It should be 

emphasised that one prominent and noticeable element regarding the arena is, 

not all actors are necessarily interested in generating or contributing to the 

communicative processes (Frandsen & Johansen, 2010). Some actors within the 

arena may be disruptive towards the communicative patterns, and will willingly 

try to reject the messages sent within the arena. 
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1.1.3.2 Micro-level 

 

(Frandsen & Johansen, 2010, P. 434.) 

Figure 21.1 is a visualisation of the rhetorical arena. Within the arena are certain 

actors and elements. It consists of the four elements of context, media, genre & 

text. These elements generate the composition of the centre of the arena, namely, 

the piece of crisis communication being produced. The crisis communication 

comes from the sender and is being received by the recipient. However, as soon 

as crisis communication has been provided, it is an ongoing process, where the 

receiver and the sender continuously will interact, engage, reject and interpret the 

crisis communication. 

 To fully understand the rhetorical arena, each element and actor will be briefly 

touched upon.   
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Crisis communication 

The piece of communication or the action in which becomes the centre of the 

arena. This is the message that is being forwarded by the company who has just 

entered a crisis. This is the company's response to emerging rumours or whatever 

the contents of the crisis is. The exciting part about the main piece of the crisis 

communication lies in the format of it and the behaviour concerning the 

composition. As of the example presented by Frandsen & Johansen (2010) 

emerging rumours about a shampoo generating hair loss, made the director fly to 

Denmark and wash his hair with the shampoo on live television. A secure way of 

denying a rumour. This is where the different approaches from situational crisis 

communication come into play.  

 

 

Sender / Receiver 

Next player in the arena is the sender or receiver. No need to make distinctions 

between the two, because they are all the same. The stakeholders, the company, 

the media. Everyone with access to produce communication becomes both a 

sender and/or a receiver. Considering the technological development, word of 

mouth and social media, everyone is undoubtedly a sender then (Muniz Jr. & 

O'Guinn, 2001) 

 

The senders/receivers contain four common traits. Firstly, they have a stake in 

the crisis. Whether it be a personal gain, a minor interest, or just attention does 

not matter. Secondly, they can interpret the messages being produced within the 

arena. The interpretations can be very determining how a message performs 

(Frandsen & Johansen, 2010). Thirdly is the ability to strategise one's behaviour. 

Whether it be deliberately or not, the senders/receivers ability to strategise their 

response and communication may be crucial in a victorious battle in the rhetorical 

arena. Lastly, is non-verbal communication. For instance, when the director 

decided to wash his hair, it was a non-verbal piece of crisis communication. 
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Context 

The context within the arena relates a lot to sender/receivers ability to interpret. 

There are specific psychological and sociological contexts that determine the 

interpretation, and these are also put into settings of the crisis itself. These 

contexts can be identified whether the crisis is of a sociocultural, organisational or 

situational problem (Heath & Coombs, 2006) 

Media 

When considering the media, it might be one of the most deciding features of the 

arena. The media is the decider of where the arena is. Who is enabled to interact 

and how much are senders/receivers allowed to interact. There are pros and cons 

of every media, whether it being highly interactive or at the minimum interactive 

level. When you have a medium with the possibility of high interactive rates, there 

is the possibility of co-creation of a greater understanding, however also the risk 

of someone misapprehending the message, and making others believe the same 

(Cova & Dalli, 2018). On the other hand, there are mass media, which can enhance 

the control of a message. However, it may seem distant and less personal (Cova 

& Dalli, 2018). Although, no matter the medium, technology today enables 

everybody to share their thoughts about everything.  

Genre 

The genre is rather self-explanatory; however, in the case of crisis communication, 

there are certain traditions that companies, sender and receivers should adhere 

to when entering the rhetoric arena. The genres can be both textual and/or visual. 

Whether it be cartoons, long reads, press releases or short social media 

statements, the genre determines how the sender/receiver interact in the arena 

(Frandsen & Johansen, 2010).     

Text   

The textualisation of a message is essential in the rhetoric arena because it 

generates the foundation of any rhetoric analysis and interaction. The 

textualisation is the sender/receivers various possible abilities to communicate 

verbally or via visually semiotic symbols (Frandsen & Johansen, 2010).   
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1.1.4 Wrap-up crisis communication 

Crisis communication is a commonly researched topic, and there are many 

different aspects to this rather complicated section of the communication sphere. 

This paper has narrowed the elements down to two specific theories/models that 

seem to correlate with the problem in question, namely, the Corona Virus. 

 

Wrapping up crisis-communication there are specific criteria which are commonly 

present. A crisis is an event or a break that interrupts the regular flow of business. 

A crisis appears when someone's expectations are violated to a particular negative 

degree. However, the violation will always come from the company. Therefore, 

the crisis starts somewhat internally. When reacting to the crisis, there are specific 

ways to approach it. One way to do it is approaching through a situational based 

view, whereas there are certain types of crises that require specific choices of 

action. Additionally, one must emphasise a rhetoric approach or strategy, no 

matter the kind of crisis because of the communication matter. 

1.2 Change management  

Being closely related to crisis communication is change management. Hence a 

crisis often can lead to change in one form or the other. 
 
“The classic definition of change usually involves transformation or transition from 

one thing to another. There is a change in season, change of weather or even 
change of altitude.” ( (Jost, 2016) 

 
Despite changes being a rather benign term, change can be rather challenging. 

Hence the human is a creature of habit, and change can be perceived negatively 

(Jost, 2016). Therefore, there are specific ways to approach change, to convince 

change is a must and to convince change is positive. Kotter is one of the leading 

theorists within change management, and he has made an 8 step model of how 

to approach change management. 
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1.2.1 Kotter's eight steps of change management  

Kotter's eight steps to accelerate change can be considered a pathway and great 

guideline of how to promote change. Each step has certain specifics, and they will 

now be presented (Kotter, 2018). 

 

Step 1 

Create a sense of urgency. The first step is all about igniting the fire and create a 

sense of motivation to go through this upcoming change. The motivation can be 

created by presenting the possible gain of changing by utilising this unexpected 

opportunity or window for change. Creating this sense of urgency should unite 

everyone involved in achieving the same goal through this change (Kotter, 2018). 

Step 2 

It is generating a guiding coalition. A guiding coalition is according to Kotter 

essential when driving change. The alliance is structured with different individuals 

from various layers that enable the coalition to guide and motivate every aspect, 

department or individual who needs to be on board throughout the process of 

change (Kotter, 2018). 

Step 3 

Present a clear strategy. As soon as the motivation has been generated, it is 

required to present the means to an end. The strategy should be defined by a 

precise, targeted and coordinated way of achieving the vision behind the sense of 

urgency (Kotter, 2018). 

Step 4 

Enlist a volunteer army. According to Kotter (2018), it is not possible to drive 

substantial scale change without the passion, drive and power of volunteers. 

Successful change has to be driven by "want to" and not "have to", and therefore, 

the motivation to voluntary go the extra mile to drive the change is essential. 
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Step 5 

“Innovation is less about generating brand new ideas and more about knocking 

down barriers to making those ideas a reality” (Kotter, 2018, p. 23). 

When going through a phase of change, there may be former protocols, norms or 

rules that need to be broken down or adjusted. 

Step 6 

Generate short-term wins. Change can be a long-hauling and challenging process. 

Therefore, great motivation can be the achievement of short-term goals to 

motivate the continuous process of change. The purposes have to be related to 

the change, though (Kotter, 2018). 

Step 7 

Sustain acceleration. A common trait would be to back off a bit after the first win; 

however, at this point, it is important to push even harder for the change. Having 

generated a win, one must keep using the momentum of success to press with 

increasing force and motivation (Kotter, 2018). 

Step 8 

Whereas step one through seven is all about generating change, the eighth step 

is about indulging it into the behaviours of the organisation. This is the step where 

a new culture is being generated, or a new norm is being formed. Step eight is all 

about making the change the new normal (Kotter, 2018). 

 

1.3 Branding 

“Brands have traditionally been associated with commercialism and the concept 

of selling a product or service. Rarely are they examined for their social benefits. 

Brands have cultural power, economic clout, and a global reach. Moreover, the 

concept of branding has been applied to politics, non-profit organisations, and 

geographic locations. Branding is an integral part of our economic lives, social 

responsibility, social progress, and culture..." (Barnes, 2017, p. 175). 
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As Barnes states, branding is much more than selling products. Branding is the 

image, the reputation, and a tool to frame identity and how the consumers 

perceive that identity. Therefore, branding might be a powerful tool, because if a 

consumer can relate to the identity of the brand, there is an excellent possibility 

of generating feelings towards that brand (Lindstrøm, 2008) 

As Lindstrøm (2008) states, these are the most influential brands. The brands 

with a consumer base who have strong feelings towards the brand are the ones 

who are more likely to have loyal customers and a reputation being spread 

through word of mouth. Although it must be emphasised that having strong 

feelings, can also generate the contrary if expectations are violated in the case of 

a crisis, for instance (Lindstrøm, 2011). This makes this type of consumer just as 

valuable an asset as a dangerous liability. 

How can one exploit or generate these sort of emotions towards a brand then? 

Well, there are many ways to consider. Some brands are so strong the product 

can be quite enough of a factor, however, considering the attention span and the 

massive amounts of commercials the consumer is shown today, branding without 

the intention of selling might be to prefer (Barnes, 2017) 

1.3.1 Non-profit branding 

Cause-related marketing or non-profit branding is of growing interest among 

companies to gain trust and improve their reputation among consumers. Usually, 

it is being executed when a company joins a partnership with a non-profit 

organisation, however, it can also be the company itself attending or creating a 

campaign for a non-profit purpose (Barnes, 2017). 

Cause-related marketing can generate a powerful emotional connection between 

consumer and brand. If the consumer relates to the cause, the brand, and the 

actions taken concerning the purpose, the bond between brand and consumer 

may be strengthened. However, there is a fine line between success and failure. 

If the affiliation between brand and cause is considered ridiculous and if it is being 

perceived that the brand is trying to take advantage of a given tragic situation, it 

may have the complete opposite effect (Barnes, 2017). Therefore, a brand needs 
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to have strong storytelling and clear motivation for joining any sort of cause-

related marketing initiatives. 

1.3.2 Relationship Marketing 

Considering having emotions towards a brand, there will most likely be some sort 

of relationship. The groundwork of relationship marketing is through customer 

service and other marketing initiatives to maintain and nourish a relationship to a 

current customer (Barnes, 2017). 

 

The motivation for creating a relationship towards the customer is loyalty and 

trust. Taken out of the general relationship, loyalty, trust and expectations are the 

foundation. Therefore, it is of a brands interest to have a close connection to evoke 

this element. In relationship marketing, one of the tools is to evoke engagement. 

To make the customer feel valued, you involve the customer in the communication 

making it a dialogue (Barnes, 2017). Basically, what the brand does is that it 

makes the customer a part of the brand. 

 

1.4 How the theory will contribute to the paper 

All the theory should suffice a possible analysis of the different cases. Each theory 

is suitable for a specific situation, and some of them may be suitable for multiple. 

The rhetorical arena will be a continuous theory when considering each case. 

Hence the rhetoric and the communication, in particular, is of interest to this 

paper. 

 

Additionally, the other theories are more clear cut examples of theory relating to 

certain choices within these cases. The theory should be able to provide a 

tremendous spectacle of possibilities when countering a crisis such as this. All with 

a possibly successful outcome; however, the pitfalls of the different theories will 

be considered when analysing the cases. 
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2.Research Methodology 

The following section of the paper will go through the methodology and research 

design of the project. The research design will present a social constructionist 

approach, where the analysis of the data will be multimodal. A combination of 

discursive psychology and thematic analysis will be utilised in three different 

cases. The qualitative data will be presented as a combination of interviews and 

desk research.   

 

2.1 Scientific approach 

The philosophy of science within this project resides in the section of social 

science. A key trait of social sciences is that it targets to create an understanding 

of life rather than explain it (Young & Collin, 2004). Creating an understanding of 

life, require an interpretive approach to social interactions, behaviour etc. 

Therefore, does this paper approach science through the lens of social 

constructionism. Social constructionism takes it a point of departure in the 

engagement of social interactions, thus meaning derives from engagements 

(Young & Collin, 2004). According to Burr (2003), through the lenses of social 

constructionism knowledge is created through social interaction relating to the 

notion that knowledge is not something that one has but something that one 

perceives. 

 

Approaching a paper with social constructionism require a rather interpretive 

mindset as a researcher. One has to make assumptions and interpretations based 

on the data gathered. Additionally, going about a project of the magnitude as this, 

it is essential to go about it with a hermeneutic approach, making it an iterative 

process (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). This is due to the fact that the hermeneutic 

approach is a circular process of knowledge creation, and it does not proceed 

linearly because the epistemology of social constructionism is created as research 

proceeds. Therefore, there will be many drawbacks throughout the paper, where 

new knowledge has required changes in prior segments. 
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2.2 Research design 

This paper and this incident of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic has been chosen 

to be analysed through the approach of a case study. More specifically, three 

different case studies. Case studies are considered relevant in this case. Hence it 

derives narrow and explorative information about actual events (Daymon & 

Holloway, 2011). This is considered highly relevant, since finding best practice 

require practical examples. However, according to Daymon & Holloway (2011), it 

is not possible to draw a general conclusion based on a single case. Thus the case 

may have certain peculiar traits which are incomparable. Therefore, it was chosen 

to pick three different cases, enabling the research to draw more general lines of 

conclusion. 

 

The data collection was twofold. The data consisted of three introductory 

interviews. They were then followed by a singular expert interview to be reflected 

upon the cases and their actions alongside theory. Finally, desk research had been 

made to gain access to press releases and the response by recipients of the 

specific messages. The commonality of the data is that it is qualitative enabling 

interpretation (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009). The desk research would then 

be analysed by the use of discourse and thematic analysis tools. All of the above 

should enable us to make this project generate intrinsic value, making it an 

exciting and knowledgeable project. 

2.2.1 Qualitative research 

As mentioned, Saunders (2009) emphasises that social constructionism require 

an interpretive approach to data and analysis. This is the bread and butter of a 

hermeneutic process, where the creation of knowledge is done through a heavy 

interrelation between the data acquired, the social contexts and the theoretical 

frameworks (Guba & Lincoln, 1994).  

 

The validity and reliability of the research are of the utmost importance. 

Considering the approach being profoundly affected by the paradigm of social 

constructionism, there is an underlying assumption and accept that the paper will 

be influenced by a certain degree of subjectivity by the researcher, hence 
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interpretation is required. This may be considered a bias (Saunders, 2009). The 

data set concerning these cases will most certainly provide a realistic perspective 

on the research question at its current state and in the present time of the 

assessment of this paper. This is a general issue or concern regarding the 

qualitative date. However, the methodological decisions made should counter the 

problem (Saunders et al. 2009). 

2.2.2 Interviews 

When approaching interviews, there are several options to consider in terms of 

how the interviews should be conducted (Andersen, 2014). In this case, it was 

chosen to emphasise two sorts of interviews. All interviews were conducted in 

Danish is the native language of the interviewees. 

 

Initially, to gain an idea of the direction of the paper, three interviews were 

conducted in the manner of a research interview. The meaning of a research 

interview is to attain a deeper understanding of interviewees behaviour and beliefs 

(Andersen, 2014). The style of conversation enables the interviewee to be very 

elaborate. Thus, the interview is not very structured. The interviewer established 

guidelines with specific questions and themes of COVID-19, and then it is all about 

facilitating a conversation. However, this type of interview requires plenty of social 

skills of the interviewer to be able to keep facilitating a dialogue (Daymon & 

Holloway, 2011). These interviews should have established a lot of directions and 

beliefs that are valuable to a consumer, and therefore, something to consider for 

companies. One caveat with the interview was the struggle to do any readings of 

non-verbal language. Hence the quarantine prohibited the interviews from being 

conducted on-site. 

 

These introductory interviews functioned as preparation for an informant 

interview. As the research interview, the informant interview is relatively 

unstructured (Andersen, 2014). The lack of structure is due to the superiority of 

the interviewee. The informant interview, in this case, should function as an expert 

interview, with Anders Elleby who is a chief advisor at Lead Agency, a 

communications bureau. Having the interview only structured by themes and 

loose conversation enabled the interviewer to make Anders share as much of his 
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knowledge as possible. This interview was created to generate an actuality view 

of the research question, which should collaborate with the theoretical framework. 

Due to the function of this expert interview being something to accompany the 

theory, the interview will not be analysed, however, it will be involved as an 

additional perspective to the theory. 

 

2.3 The analytical tools 

When going about the analysis of the different cases which will be presented after 

this section, two various tools are being emphasised. To analyse the 

communication brought out by the companies, the research will emphasise a 

discursive psychology analysis by Foucault accompanied by the theoretical arena 

from crisis communication. To analyse the response and the effect of the action 

taken by a given company, the commentary thread beneath will be investigated 

by the use of thematic analysis and additional material available. 

2.3.1 Thematic analysis 

The epistemology that directs this research suggests a slightly interpretative 

approach to the data. Therefore, is the thematic analysis considered a valuable 

tool, thus the interpretative way in which the tool puts data into themes and codes 

to generate a collaborate meaning (Braun & Clarke, 2006). The thematic analysis 

is a tool that enables the researcher to discover patterns, and through those 

patterns derive meaning from an interview, forum or something similar (Braun & 

Clarke, 2006). It correlates with the iterative process, hence the patterns may 

change as the research gets deeper. 

 

The thematic analysis consists of six different steps. These steps make the words 

or sentences of a piece of communication into themes and codes that enable the 

researcher to discover these bespoken patterns. The steps are as follows 

1. Familiarise with the data 

2. Create initial codes 

3. Create themes 

4. Review created themes 

5. Name the themes 
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6. Finalise 

(Braun & Clarke, 2006).  

 

This tool should provide a clear pattern of the response certain communicative 

pieces have generated by the different companies.  

2.3.2 Discursive psychology 

“The focus of analysis in discursive psychology is on how participants use 

discursive resources and with what effects” (Willig, 2003) 

When considering discursive psychology, it emphasises the cognitive effects and 

one's intention by using certain words, phrases etc. The purpose and the cognitive 

effects are something the relates very closely to a term presented by Goffmann 

(1981) called footing. Footing means how close one is to one's claim, meaning 

that it emphasises how close a message is to the company's identity itself. 

Additionally, it relates to the concept of category entitlement which is a way of 

placing people into certain contexts and lastly, the idea of stake. The stake refers 

to what the communicator has vested in a particular piece of communication 

(Potter, 1996) 

These three concepts of discursive psychology should enable the analysis of the 

different sections of communication in which these companies have produced. This 

tool of study has been chosen. Hence it delivers quite a full picture of the intentions 

that underly the piece of communication. 

2.4 Limitations of the data 

Like any other research, there are certain limitations to the data gathered. When 

considering the interviews, the three initiate interviews were conducted the day 

after Danish prime minister Mette Frederiksen created the lockdown. Therefore, 

all the interviewees' responses may have been very affected by this, as were the 

questions asked. However, it is not considered that significant of a limitation. 

Hence these interviews should only function as an initial inspiration when diving 

into the paper. 
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Additionally, the majority of the qualitative data being the interviews and two out 

of three cases are all in Danish. Therefore, there is a risk of particular meanings 

or phrases getting lost in translation. All though it is the researcher responsibility 

to interpret and translate the different pieces of data. All quotations will be 

translated in the most proper manner possible, however, the risk of certain words 

being misinterpreted will always be present. Holding onto the researcher's 

interpretation is another limitation when considering the analysis. Interpreting 

discourse relies on the researcher, and therefore, the understanding of any given 

discourse relies heavily on the researcher's social construct. However, as 

mentioned in the scientific approach, this is a common pitfall in social 

constructionism, which a reader must account for.     

 

Having only one expert witness may affect the data in a particular direction, which 

may not be the correct one. One might argue it would have been preferable to 

have multiple experts chiming in. However, it was considered adequate. Hence 

the expert's knowledge should be compared to theory.   

 

The desk research has an additional limitation. Assessing the effect of the 

communication sent out by analysing the responses in the commentaries below 

the post may be insufficient. That is due to the fact, that the owner of the post is 

also the owner of the comment section, and can hide or delete any comments, 

which is considered damaging. Therefore, there is a slight risk that the owner has 

tampered the comment section. 
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3.Case descriptions 

3.1 Case 1 - Comedy Zoo 

Comedy Zoo is a café and a comedy club in the centre of Copenhagen. It is 

notoriously known as the most famous comedy club in Denmark and a place that 

has fostered the entire Danish comedy scene (Comedy Zoo, 2020). Despite the 

renowned reputation surrounding this brand, it is not a prosperous business, and 

as they state themselves, they have struggled to make the business profitable 

(Comedy Zoo, 2020) 

 

On March 12th the club and café decided to close as a precaution against 

spreading COVID-19. This was done in relation to the social gathering prohibition 

of no more than 200 people together at an event. As the timeline showcases the 

day after, March 13th, the Danish prime minister ordered all restaurants, cafés 

etc. to close. The official closing meant a definite struggle for Comedy Zoo. 

Therefore, they went out on March 14th with a cry out for help. In a long post, 

made by the owners, they kindly asked for financial assistance from their 

customers and fellow comedy fanatics (Appendix 2). The post generated 144 

comments, 418 shares and 571 reactions. By far, their best post when considering 

engagement. Apparently, it also helped, considering considerable support from 

their fans (Comedy Zoo, 2020). 

3.2 Case 2 - The mask movement  

As the COVID-19 pandemic started raging around the world, countries started 

shutting down. The pandemic created sudden demands of specific sorts of goods, 

and the supply could not suffice the requirement. Especially, medical supplies such 

as sanitiser, ventilators and masks were in high demand and limited supply. 

Therefore, did many companies turn around their production and started 

producing these in-demand goods, as the timeline states. 

 

One of the products in demand was masks as mentioned. This demand made 

many clothing giants change their production, and start producing these masks. 

However, they did not begin to produce them to profit from the high demand but 
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rather as an emergency aid (Pasquarelli, 2020). Fashion giants such as Nike, 

Adidas and Gap Inc. started producing masks for local environments. Gap Inc. 

started donating masks to local communities, especially California, was targeted 

for their aid due to distribution advantages. Additionally, they offered their 

storages around America to keep stock of different medical supplies or other sorts 

of assistance. Concerning this, they made a press release, commenting on these 

actions and prior to this press release, they made a tweet updating on their 

California networking (Appendix 4). A tweet that generated 72 comments, 313 

retweets and more than 900 likes. A considerable effort by an account with merely 

13 thousand followers. 

3.3 Case 3 - Spies 

The travel industry has been under severe pressure during the COVID-19 

pandemic. The entire world has basically closed down, and travel agencies around 

the world are struggling financially, and logistically (Hancock & Powley, 2020). 

 

Three main problems are the drivers of the crisis for the travel agencies. One thing 

is a complete halt in sales, due to no travel allowed. Secondly, and in relation to 

the first one is the cancellation of tours. Many travel agencies are forced to do 

refunds, but with no income, they struggle to do so. Thirdly, has been the logistic 

hell of getting their customers home from their respective trips while the world 

was closing down (Spies, 2020) 

 

This case will emphasise the second problem, namely, the refunds. A crisis 

occurred for Spies when the media started reporting their lack of return to 

customers with cancelled trips. It spiked a minor shitstorm on social media, with 

many negative comments (Spies, 2020). They made a response via a press 

release, which they shared on Facebook on March 16th. The day after articles 

were shared, stating that the Danish travel industry advised agencies to put a hold 

on refunding (Ritzau, 2020). The post generated 330 likes and 275 comments 

(Appendix 7).   
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4.Analysis  

The following analysis will meticulously go through each case with great attention 

to detail. The analysis will go through one case at the time, and the results of each 

case will be analysed in the discussion. The format of each analysis of each case 

will be conducted as follows: The rhetorical arena of the communication will be 

established. Then there will be a discursive psychology analysis of the 

communication produced by the company and lastly a thematic analysis of the 

response. As the analysis transpires, there will be redirections to previously 

presented theory when considered relevant and reflections to the expert 

perspective of Anders Elleby. 

4.1 Case 1 - Comedy Zoo 

Considering the rhetorical arena for the crisis communication in relation to 

Comedy Zoo, their Facebook post crying out for help is the centre of the arena. 

This is the piece of communication which is the catalyst in any actions going 

forward when analysing on the efforts of Comedy Zoo during the COVID-19 

pandemic. The post is strongly related to the post prior, where they announce the 

café is closing as a measure of the fight against COVID-19. 

 

Obviously, the sender of the message is Comedy Zoo. However, there is a slight 

twist to this message. It is not the company Comedy Zoo who are the direct 

senders, because the message is signed by the six owners of the café (Appendix 

2), making the message slightly more personal. The receivers and co-creators in 

the arena vary. The customers of the café and other comedy fanatics whom they 

are calling out for in the post are the targets of the message. Their role is very 

much dependent on two things whether they are responding to the call-to-action 

by Comedy Zoo which is to buy gift certificates, to support the place financially 

and additionally, to spread the message and motivation of doing so. 

 

Another and may even the most essential player in the arena, when considering 

the reach and financial support are the comedians who profit from this place. 

Comedians whom all have their careers kickstarted at Comedy Zoo, and they 

indeed rose to the occasion. An example would be comedian Tobias Dybvad, who 
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bought gift certificates for the value of 50.000 DKK and donated them to his 

followers (Comedy Zoo, 2020). The value of the comedians may be quite 

significant due to their fanbase, who all are into comedy and therefore, might be 

motivated to support. Basically, the comedians become beneficiaries and 

influencers. 

 

Those are the leading players of the arena, Comedy Zoo, the customers and the 

comedians. The context of this crisis which will be the only relatable context in 

two of three cases is a situational problem. The situation of the COVID-19 

pandemic, and certainly that allows Comedy Zoo to emphasise that in their 

message. The text, genre and the medium are closely related considering each of 

these decisions support each other. The medium is a social media being Facebook 

which grants the possibility of a shorter and more concise message. Additionally, 

a combination of the medium and the image of Comedy Zoo enables the message 

to be delivered in a rather informal manner considered the situation. 

 

4.1.1 Discursive psychology 

There is a very interesting prospect in this piece of communication where the 

sender is Comedy Zoo. It relates to whom it is signed by, and how that forms the 

communication, the category entitlement and the footing especially. 

 

Going through the statement in chronological order, the message starts by going 

"comedians are also fans of comedy. That and much more do we have in common 

with our audience" (Appendix 2). The first sentence alone is just a blank 

statement, which essentially means nothing for the message. However, it is 

followed up by a sentence where words like "we" and "our" are present, which 

makes it a very close footing to the audience in this case. The audience who are 

also the customers, and the ones this message is targeted at. Creating a close 

footing is something that may create an emotional and a relational understanding 

or sense of togetherness between sender and receiver. 

 

The message rolls on momentum from the close footing established by the use of 

“we” and “our” in the sentence prior by saying “We are also all going through this 
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historical crisis together…” (Appendix 2). Once again, a very close footing and in 

this case, the footing is creating a common battle. Basically, it is saying that both 

sender and receiver have stakes in this. Knowingly having something vested, 

increases motivation to participate. 

 

Having set the scene, the second paragraph starts by going in a different direction. 

"Comedy Zoo decided to close on March 12 even before it was required". 

Suddenly, there is a change of footing in the message. It is no longer "we", but it 

was Comedy Zoo who closed, and it was done before it was required. In this 

sequence, they wish to gain some acknowledgement of their decision making and 

at the same time get some validation for their choice to close. Well, this following 

paragraph will be full of these differentiations between "Comedy Zoo" and "We". 

This is due to the fact that the six owners signed that message. Whereas the first 

paragraph was the owners speaking as comedians and owners, this paragraph 

starts by being about their company, Comedy Zoo. This creates a distinction 

between the owners who are taking various roles in the arena. They are both the 

comedy club, comedians and the fans. Therefore, they establish a wide footing 

when the company as an entity is doing something. 

 

The next sequence we are back to the close footing and due to the prior close 

footing created, they generate a feeling of we are all suffering from this problem. 

This sequence has two different elements which are very crucial to the message. 

It is a mixture of category entitlement and playing the card of being a victim. The 

category entitlement is showcased through the sentence "Our beloved place, 

which has discovered and developed so many comedian talents is bleeding" 

(Appendix 2). What they are saying is that the place all of us love (being Comedy 

Zoo) is an accomplished brand which is now hurting. 

Additionally, they continue by talking about how they have never received any 

financial support despite being accomplished. They take this victim role and 

underline it to be something which is not only related to the COVID-19 pandemic 

but also prior to the crisis, where they did not get any support. This section is a 

segue to them getting to the point of their message, the call to action. The segue 

is an excuse and a validation of why they have a right to ask for the help of their 

customers or fans. Although how the message has been written, the customers, 
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the comedians and Comedy Zoo are all in this together, so basically Comedy Zoo 

is asking the reader to help themselves by helping Comedy Zoo. 

 

Having already touched upon the call to action, this is the essential part of the 

message, and all prior has been the motivation one should have for helping. 

 

“There is a way where you can support, and it really does not cost you anything. 

By buying a gift certificate - or multiple as a present to your friends, you ensure 

two things: Comedy Zoo gets waaay better chances of surviving this crisis, and 

you get something to look forward to” (Appendix 2). 

 

Once again the footing becomes relatively distant when it becomes "help Comedy 

Zoo" and not "help us". It may be due to the previous establishment of Comedy 

Zoo being this entity, which we all (Owners, employees, comedians and 

customers) feel connected to. Therefore, we need to help this entity as it was an 

animal hurt on the side of the road. Additionally, the message always plays on the 

own benefit of the people who decide to support. 

 

As the final remarks of the message, they re-emphasise the stakes by 

stating.."When we are able to return from this crisis, it is a matter of having 

something to return to" (Appendix 2). Ending the message strong by addressing 

the seriousness of this matter and saying that there might not be a Comedy Zoo 

on the other side without support. Those are the stakes and the readers of this 

message, being the comedians and customers are vested in these stakes being 

reliant on this place for either income or entertainment. 

 

Essentially, Comedy Zoo admits defeat and ask for help. They literally say, they 

will not survive this crisis without help from its stakeholders. The approach 

correlates with Anders Elleby's points "A smaller company could easily play with 

open cards and say we need help to survive...However, there is a risk of admitting 

that you are financially unstable...Nevertheless, it is something people will 

understand" (Appendix 1 L. 55-59). The approach highly emphasises the use of 

pathos, yet there is a slight bit of logos appeal when referring to their 

accomplishments. 
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4.1.2 Thematic analysis 

Having gone through the communication delivered by Comedy Zoo, one might 

ask; Was it successful then? 

 

According to their post on Facebook the day after, they had raised 120.000 DKK 

worth of gift certificates, which no matter what must be considered a reasonably 

decent start. However, as Crisis communication, branding and Anders Elleby 

states, one must work with the reputation of the brand during a crisis. Therefore, 

the following section will look into the response from the recipients of the 

communication. 

 

The comment section involves 144 comments (Comedy Zoo, 2020), and these will 

be analysed by the use of thematic analysis. 

 

Codes  Themes 

• Praise 

• Support 

• Encouragement  

• Personal 

 

Love 

• Done 

• Tagging 

• Suggestion/Question 

 

Confirmation 

• Online-shows 

• Solutions 

Proposals 

• Questioning  

• Intention  

• Insignificance  

 

Negativity 

   

When considering the response generated through the Facebook post, there is a 

lot of positivity and pathos present. The majority of the comments reside around 

the themes of Love and Confirmation. Within these themes are certain traits or 
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codes. Confirmation is relating to people merely acknowledging the problem and 

confirming that they support. 

 

Within the confirmation comments, people presumably do these in a mixture of 

showcasing support but also the need of appreciation shown by Comedy Zoo, 

considering they have just supported them. The traits relating to the confirmation 

comments are that people either comment, how much they have just supported, 

or tag someone else while stating they have just supported. In these tagging 

comments, there may also be the formulation of a suggestion to the one tagged 

in the likes of "Cannot wait to do this with you". 

 

Moving onto the theme of love, the traits of the comments are very supportive—

comments such as "Wishing you all the best. Laughter, giggles and thoughtfulness 

are much needed in this world" (Appendix 3) are capturing the essence of many 

comments within this theme. There is a heavyweight on pathos, and people even 

tend to be very personal about their passion for the place. Within love and 

confirmation, Comedy Zoo can realise how the perception of their brand is because 

people share their thoughts and views of the brand. Comedy Zoo is also doing 

very well in replying all comments in the post and thereby showing gratitude for 

the praise, support and love shown by the recipients. 

 

The next theme the comments are related to is the theme of proposals. This 

section is where the theory of relationship marketing comes into place. People are 

giving their suggestions to what Comedy Zoo could do in order to survive, or at 

least help themselves. All these proposal comments enable Comedy Zoo to involve 

their consumers in the fight to bounce back, which can make them feel more a 

part of the brand. Something they emphasised in the message, by saying "We" 

frequently. 

 

Lastly is the theme of negativity. It was minimal of negative feedback. Only two 

people in the comments had negative feedback, and therefore, it might be a 

stretch to make it a theme, however, the rest of the comments all lie within one 

of the three previous themes. There is not much to be emphasised, the comments 

involve a restraint toward supporting the cause of Comedy Zoo, and the comments 

did not generate any support through likes or replies, making them insignificant. 
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However, one thing that may be emphasised is one of two negative comments 

engaged three others who defended Comedy Zoo, showcasing extra support for 

the brand. When engaging like that is a definite touch of pathos and emotion 

towards the brand. Something which is considered highly valuable.  

4.1.3 Wrap-up case 1 

The first case of Comedy Zoo is the example of a smaller company admitting its 

flaws, and by the use of pathos asking for support. A mixture of pathos and bit of 

a category entitlement relating to previous accomplishments and strength as a 

brand is used to create a close footing to the recipient. The message generated a 

positive feedback by the audience and opened possibilities of exploring 

relationship marketing. 

4.2 Case 2 - The Mask Movement 

What is being referred to as "the mask movement" are several major apparel 

companies who are chiming into the COVID-19 pandemic by aiding gowns, masks 

and similar supplies to hospitals and other institutions. As mentioned, this case 

will take its point of departure in Gap Inc. and a Twitter post they shared alongside 

a press release concerning their social responsibility efforts during COVID-19. 

When considering the rhetorical arena, the centre of the arena and the piece of 

communication is this tweet, and the press release shared in the comment section 

beneath the tweet. 

 

The statement is a very corporate message which is probably due to the size of 

the company and the seriousness of the matter. The company, Gap Inc., is the 

sender of this piece of communication, and the clothing company has its 

headquarters in California, which is the background of a very focussed 

demographic for parts of this communication. This leads on to the recipient of this 

message, and they are multiple. 

 

Stakeholders of Gap Inc. customers, investors and whatnot are targeted in the 

press release. Due to the way their social responsibility efforts are being 

described. Additionally, the broad audience of the press release narrows down in 

the tweet posted on March 25 (Appendix 4). The tweet speaks of a hospital 
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network in California, and therefore, the audience is still the stakeholders. 

However, it is also more specifically people from California and more specifically 

people from California who can contribute to this network. Having medical 

professionals as the target may also be the cause of a rather formal tweet. 

 

These medical professionals or others with influence are valuable in a sense if they 

voluntarily can help build this network throughout California. This is very relatable 

to Kotter's steps of change management. Steps where having engaged volunteers 

is very much a key prospect of completing change - and change is undoubtedly 

an occurrence when Gap Inc. starts making, distributing and aiding with supplies 

for fight against the pandemic. Furthermore, the stakeholders are an important 

recipient of this message due to the brand reputation. However, as Anders Elleby 

emphasises "...As a recipient of these messages, it is important, that one sit with 

the emotion that the company does it with the greatest intentions, and not for 

one's benefit” (Appendix 1, L. 100-102). 

 

The context of the arena is a situational problem. Hence the pandemic is a 

situation and the instance behind this change and communication by Gap Inc. The 

tragic situation being COVID-19 pandemic allows Gap Inc. to emphasise this 

heavily in their text. Staying at the text, as already emphasised a variation of the 

audience yet a very specific sub-recipient being medical professionals in California, 

effects the message in a way, that requires it to be formal. 

 

The media chosen is a combination of Twitter and their own website. Twitter may 

not be known to be a rather formal medium. However, the possibility of exposure 

and spreading a message makes Twitter a valid medium. Linking to the press 

release is right in the sense, that people reading the press release are interested 

in the efforts of Gap Inc. because one has to enter it actively. This relates closely 

to the genre which as a combination of a press release and short social media 

posts.  

4.2.1 Discursive psychology 

The discourse analysis will be conducted on both the rather short tweet and the 

press release linked in the comment section of the tweet. A common trait of rather 
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formal messages is distant footing and heavy use of category entitlement creating 

a logos affect. 

4.2.1.1 Tweet  

The tweet posted by Gap Inc. on March 25 (Appendix 4) joins the category of 

formal messages. They use category entitlement by stating a connection between 

them and hospitals in California "Our teams are connecting some of the largest 

hospital networks in Calif...". Not only establishing a network of hospitals but one 

of the "largest". An adjective used to signify the magnitude of their efforts, and 

addition to why their work is impressive. However, it can also function as a 

motivation to be part of that. Being part of a large group against the pandemic 

must be considered desirable. The category entitlement is a way of confirming 

that their efforts are legitimate and adequate. 

 

“...w/ our vendors to deliver PPE supplies while we pivot resources so factory 

partners can make masks, gowns & scrubs for healthcare workers on the front 

lines." (Appendix 4). Their footing is somewhat distanced to the cause as well. 

They legitimate their contribution by stating "we pivot resources" and with 

previously stating they connected these networks. However, despite those two 

things they distance themselves, by saying "our vendors" and "factory partners". 

This may be as a security if the supplies may not be of the desired quality, they 

are able to say, that product failures or lack of quality are their partners' fault. 

However, Gap Inc. enable themselves only to be judged by their intention and 

efforts in creating networks and delivering raw materials. Therefore, they optimise 

the possibility of gaining a positive brand reputation and feedback based on this. 

4.2.1.2 Press release  

“Gap Foundation will be donating over $1 million to local, state, national and 

international non-profit organisations.” (Appendix 5). The press release is not only 

a statement of Gap's efforts concerning supplies but a general social responsibility 

statement in relation to COVID-19. The press release is divided into three sections, 

whereas the first present three highlights and emphasise one of them. Moreover, 

the following two sections emphasise the others. The quote above is the very 

sentence of the press release, and it is a rather vague statement. However, they 
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quantify, and they make local, state, national and international non-profit 

organisations vested. Hence they might have a stake in getting a donation. Why 

is that? The keywords of the sentence are "will be". This means they have not 

donated 1$ million yet, and therefore, some of that money may be up for grasp. 

 

“...our employees the world over, have been grappling with how COVID-19 has 

affected our business, our customers and each other. In the face of this pandemic, 

teams across the company have come together in inspiring ways to help each 

other as well as our customers, families and friends." (Appendix 5). There is a 

very close footing, by the use of "our" multiple times in these sentences to 

generate a close relationship between the brand and the problem. A close relation, 

meaning they are affected by it and look into if they can solve a problem, or be of 

any kind of relief. They continue with the use of a close footing and a discourse 

much affected by love.."Through it all, our employees have demonstrated our 

deeply held values, and we are grateful to them as well as to our suppliers, 

vendors, partners and least of all, our customers who have stepped up in heroic 

ways." (Appendix 5). This close footing and use of love towards employees and 

customers, showcase that this press release is targeted towards all stakeholders. 

There is a lot of Kotter's eight steps to change management to read into these 

statements. Collaborating across departments to generate change, and this 

section of praise after having executed certain aspects of the change. These two 

elements are entirely aligned with Kotter's eight steps. 

 

“Gap Inc. Is Providing Millions of Much Needed Medical Supplies to Hospital 

Networks” (Appendix 5). Instead of saying “we” they write Gap Inc. This is a 

perfect example of category entitlement, where it is being emphasised the size of 

the brand. Additionally, it is being written in a way, that could imply, they want 

the reader to be amazed by aid, and additionally, have a secure connection 

between the brand and the action. Furthermore, it is being emphasised that the 

medical supplies they provide are "much needed". Once again, this is emphasising 

the stakes vested in the project. There are high rewards for hospitals. 

 

“A small (but very mighty!) cross-brand and cross-functional team is leveraging 

relationships across our global supply chain, connecting hospitals with vendors to 

expedite and meet the greatest needs.” (Appendix 5). There is a specified pattern 
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in the presentation by Gap Inc. Whenever they mention the brand, they seek 

recognition by dropping it in headlines of their efforts, and whenever they describe 

their efforts, it is focused on "teams" or "we". What it creates is a recognition that 

the teams are doing an excellent job for their brand, and when the reader needs 

to show recognition or be impressed, the brand is name-dropped. This means 

there is a close footing when emphasising their employees and a more distant 

footing when emphasising the brand. Furthermore, there is an explicit use of 

adjectives once again, to firmly emphasise how great they are, and how significant 

the problem they are solving is. 

 

In the press release, Gap Inc manages to show emotion through intention as well. 

When using triggers such as hope, a close footing may be read into it by the 

reader, because hope is a show of desire and emotion by the brand. “We hope to 

expand this to other regions where we work.” (Appendix 5). It shows a desire, yet 

they do not promise anything, which means if they do not manage to complete 

this, their efforts will not have failed, they just would not have managed to reach 

a desire. The last section of the press release has a heavy utilisation of logos 

through category entitlement. They validate their choices of donations by naming 

different foundations, they are donating to. It validates their decision if the reader 

recognises the different organisations and is familiar with their work. 

 

Having gone through the two pieces of communication provided by Gap Inc. let 

us dive into the replies in the twitter post. 

 

4.2.2 Thematic analysis 

The tweet posted on March 25, which, alongside the regular targeting of their 

communications efforts was targeted at medical professionals in California, 

generated 75 comments of varying themes. 

 

One of the elements drawn out from the tweet was Kotter's approach to change 

management, where voluntary work is essential for success. This tweet could 

enable some of that voluntary participation by external stakeholders. Question is 

whether that was an outcome of the tweet. All the comments will be looked 
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through, and put into a scheme consisting of codes and themes, to create some 

overall impressions. 

 

Codes Themes 

• Thank you 

• Praise 

• Support 

 

Gratitude 

• Access to supplies 

• Interest 

• Practical information 

 

Collaborating 

• Bashing 

• Orders 

• Production 

• Negativity  

• Questioning 

 

Diverting  

  

When considering the replies of the tweet posted by Gap Inc., the variations of 

the answers are quite significant. 

 

“How do we learn more about this wonderful opportunity and get our California 

hospitals on the list? I work for Dignity Health Foundation (with hospitals 

throughout Calif.) and we are seeking PPE donations. Thank you, Gap Inc.!” 

(Appendix 6).  

 

Six different comments are direct request to become a part of this hospital 

network on behalf of different healthcare facilities in California. Furthermore, 

multiple comments are asking for further expansion or the logistics of this initiative 

by Gap Inc. All of these requests are being replied to by Gap Inc., and people are 

referred to as "direct message" Gap Inc. These are the collaborators of the 

comment section. 
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There is also much gratitude shown in the comments of the tweet. Some thanking 

Gap Inc. for their tremendous efforts on behalf of medical workers, and others 

who confirm they are Gap Inc. customers and will continue being that due to this. 

Furthermore, approximately one-fourth of the comments are of a negative 

character. 

 

One fourth is a considerable measure of negative comments, considering the 

positivity of the tweet. However, one reason for a large number of negative 

comments may be the algorithm of Twitter, where the post is being spread to 

second and third-hand viewers a lot easier than Facebook, for instance. Therefore, 

many people who were not targeted for this message received it. 

 

The negative comments tap into different segments. Some are questioning the 

motivation for engaging in these efforts. Once again relating to Anders Elleby's 

views suggesting that the intention for providing aid is crucial when considering 

the reputational success. Some comments are also referring to other problems in 

relation to Gap Inc, tapping into different potential crises such as the use of 

concentrations camp workers in China or laying off employees and not supporting 

employees financially during the crisis. Additionally, some people are asking about 

orders and delivery issues.  

 

All these comments are noise in the tweet, due to the fact that they divert from 

the subject of the tweet. However, twitter segregates replies depending on likes. 

Meaning the tweets with the most likes and/or comments will be placed highest. 

Therefore, these comments may be placed lower in the feed, and the ones whom 

the tweet is targeted at, probably will not see them. 

 

 

4.2.3 Wrap-up case 2 

Gap Inc. chimed in on the mask movement alongside multiple other major 

corporations. They have initially focussed their efforts to California where their 

headquarters is, and they are trying to build a network of all hospitals in California, 
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in order to provide them aid and assistance. Their target is to deliver millions of 

supplies such as masks, gowns and protective gear for the medical sector.  

 

Their messages combined a mixture of close and distant footing, where a target 

towards medical professionals formed the formality of their tweet. Additionally, 

they applied a pathos appeal, to understand the seriousness of the matter, and to 

make clear that what Gap Inc. is doing is a very generous action. Their initial 

replies generated some valuable contact in creating a healthcare facility network 

and praise. It also generated some negative impact; however, none really related 

to the case they were promoting. 

 

4.3 Case 3 - Spies 

During the middle of March, some media in the Danish press started emphasising 

and accusing that Spies and other travel agencies did not pay refunds to their 

customers for cancelled trips due to COVID-19. 

 

This was a potential crisis within a crisis. Spies were already struggling on many 

fronts due to COVID-19. Now a reputational crisis was on its hands, if the 

customers were of the belief, that Spies were not paying refunds accordingly, 

because that is a breach of trust and thereby, expectations. The foundations of a 

crisis. While considering the rhetorical arena of this crisis communication, the 

theory of situational crisis communication comes into consideration. 

 

The centre of the arena, in this case, is a Facebook post by Spies on March 16, in 

which they link to a press release. Therefore, is the centre both the text of the 

Facebook post and the text of the press release. The sender being Spies with huge 

stakes in this, and on the receiving end are the customers. The press started these 

accusations, and one might argue that the message is also for them. However, 

this is a matter of maintaining trust from their customers, making them the 

audience. As showcased later, the audience certainly reacts to this message. 

 

The context of this message is both situational because of the relation to COVID-

19. However, it is also organisational, because Spies is defending an accusation 
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of them not living up to their organisational standards. There is no question that 

the use of media combining their website and Facebook is due to the audience. 

Spies showcase much engagement on Facebook, and it is the easiest way to reach 

their customers. The genre combines a social media post with a press release due 

to the seriousness of the matter of these accusations. 

 

The seriousness also affects the text in a severe manner. It is clearly affected by 

the approach of situational crisis communication, where Spies consider themself 

to be in the victim cluster and have chosen denial as the counter move against 

these accusations. 

 

The following discursive psychology analysis will showcase how they, through 

discourse, deny these accusations and attempts to avert a potential crisis. 

4.3.1 Discursive psychology  

The analysis of Spies' discourse will be made on both the short and concise 

Facebook post but also on the press release, which is being linked in the post. 

Facebook post 

“Multiple media report that travel agencies such as Spies do not pay refunds on 

cancelled trips. As the leading travel agency in Denmark, we always comply with 

the legislations, and that is obviously also the case with the legislation regarding 

refunds.” (Appendix 7).  

 

Category entitlement is such a substantial presence in this short post by 

emphasising "legislation" and labelling themselves as "the leading travel agency". 

This explicit use of a logos appeal is a way to validate how they conduct their 

business. However, one may note, that they do not deny not to pay refunds, 

however, they just reassure they act according to Danish legislation. The logos 

appeal sort of covers for the fact that they do not react directly to the accusation. 

 

Furthermore, they use the word "obviously". It showcases a bit of arrogance in 

their statement. Meaning something along the lines as one should not believe 

what the media says, of course, Spies act accordingly. There should not be any 
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reason to be worried or have mistrust at all. Although the bit of arrogance being 

produced that choice of word complies with them stating, that they are the leading 

travel agency. Why would the leading travel agency not comply with legislation? 

Only thing is. There is no reference to what the legislation is. The post link to a 

press release though, and that will be analysed now. 

Press release 

The press release forwarded by Spies is divided into five sections. Whereas the 

first three sections are with regards to refunds, and therefore these will be the 

only sections taken into account. 

 

“The situation has been incredibly extreme for the travel industry and thereby, 

also for Spies. We do our utmost for our customers who wish to move, reschedule 

or cancel their trip” (Appendix 8). In the introduction of their statement on 

refunds, Spies set the scene with a close footing and the use of pathos. The create 

this footing by the use of certain adjectives (extreme, utmost) to create emotion 

and understanding. Additionally, they refer to customers as “our customers” 

making brand and customer a bit more connected. 

 

In the final part of section one, they use category entitlement and combine ethos 

and pathos, to show regret of any mistakes they may make, but excuse it by 

referring to the government. "We have had to await the government's rules 

regarding support packages. Because this crisis is of a magnitude, where we are 

forced to comply with all rules and formalities to be sure to receive support which 

is crucial in order for Spies to be stable after the crisis. We are deeply sorry for 

any delays of refund this causes" (Appendix 8). In the press release, Spies do not 

address any regulations in direct relation to refunds. However, they refer to a 

process of getting support funding by the government probably, because they lack 

financials to pay refunds if they do not get this governmental support. 

 

Further on, Spies emphasise how they will progress in paying refunds, and they 

validate their decision by the use of category entitlement because they refer to 

the Danish ministry of foreign affairs. Spies are thorough in relation to the process 

describing their plan of doing refunds by saying: "We pay refunds in chronological 

order. This means we start with the first cancellations and progress from there.” 
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(Appendix 8). A message that complies with Anders Elleby’s point of view “It is 

important you communicate messages that help the public" (Appendix 1, L. 33-

34). 

Additionally, Spies give themselves a leash in terms of a timeframe. They want to 

buy themselves time in paying refunds, so that can get governmental support. By 

stating they go through cancellation chronologically and also emphasise with a bit 

of pathos "Please be patient...You will get your money" (Appendix 8). They try to 

create an understanding of why they might not live up to their standards in terms 

of refunds. 

 

Their final remark concerning refunds is once again with the use of ethos through 

category entitlement. This is to deny the accusation or maybe not directly deny 

them, but legitimise why they do accordingly: "When you travel with Spies are 

you always protected by the law regarding package tours. We are a member of 

Rejsegarantifonden, and therefore, we follow their guidelines" (Appendix 8). In 

this entire piece of communication, they never directly deny they are not paying 

their refunds, but always refer to the fact that they comply with legislation. 

 

In the next segment, the analysis will consider the replies to the Facebook post.  

4.3.2 Thematic analysis 

Spies' post on Facebook generated a lengthy comment section of 275 comments. 

Those replies have very similar notions, and there seems to be considerable 

support to gain from the audience. Of all the 275 comments, it was only possible 

to detect two comments of negative notion, and both of those comments were not 

related to the problem of refunding but the logistics of getting home. 
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Codes Themes 

• Gratitude 

• Anecdotes  

• Praise 

• Great service 

• Compassion 

 

Support 

• Questions 

• Practicality  

Problems 

 

As already mentioned, the entire comment section had the same notions. They 

were very positive towards Spies and their message. 

“Hi. Yes and we definitely expect you to do so and we will definitely book with you 

again” (Appendix 9).  

 

Many of the comments emphasise this vital thing to Spies. The fact that they will 

keep on being loyal customers with Spies. Considering crisis communication is 

about maintaining reputation, this certainly seems to shine through considering 

such comments. Furthermore, there is a massive showcase of support in the 

comment section. People were commenting with their anecdotes or travel plans, 

that they have had to postpone. However, they are looking forward to travelling 

with Spies once this is all over. 

 

Others are also emphasising how they feel sorry for Spies, and show compassion 

for their struggling situation. Additionally, they also praise Spies for their 

tremendous service, they are offering during these times and concluding that 

praise with the intention of staying a loyal customer. Within the comment section 

are also people who are referring to the service they personally received, and how 

happy they were with that excellent service of either refunding or helped to get 

home from a trip. Concluding the service by showing their special gratitude. In 

general, when looking through the comments, they are very personal and 

emotional, which can be interpreted through the use of adjectives. Words such as 

excellent, tremendous, professional, awesome, super and lovely were all heavily 

present. Very positive connotations. 
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However, there was also another theme which shone through. The theme is being 

referred to as problems. However, it should not be given a negative connotation. 

It is called problems because people asked questions of practical matters 

regarding refund, rescheduling or availability. "Proper service and timely 

precautions. I am still missing some information about Spain though. I have a trip 

to Mallorca on April 28" (Appendix 10). This is an excellent example of the tone of 

voice in the comments relating to the theme of problems. Despite needing 

information, Spies are still being praised by the ones asking questions. 

 

4.3.3 Wrap-up Case 3 

Spies have faced multiple challenges during the COVID-19 pandemic. However, 

these accusations required a classic approach to crisis communication, when 

considering situational crisis communication and denying the accusation presented 

by the Danish press. 

 

They made a Facebook post and a press release with close ties to ethos via 

category entitlement and referring to legislation. It was a very formal message. 

However, they used pathos to create compassion and understanding of any 

difficulties by the audience, e.g. the customers. The message was seemingly well-

received, generating a lot of positive comments with praise, compassion and 

gratitude shown towards Spies. Safest of all, it generated comments stating 

people would still be loyal customers with Spies, which could mean that crisis had 

been averted and reputation maintained. 
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5.Discussion 

The discussion will be divided into certain sections. First of all, the analysis of each 

case will be discussed in relation to the presented theory and the expert interview. 

The results will be discussed, and there will be presented assumptions and 

indications to whether these cases turned out successful or not. Furthermore, the 

research set out to find the best practice if possible, and therefore, the cases all 

together will be discussed in relation to each other. Finally, the discussion will 

have a segment, of discussing the pitfalls, shortcomings and limitations, which 

have not already been emphasised. These discussion points should enable the 

research to draw alternate conclusions on the back of the research question. 

5.1 Case 1 

The first case was an example of a café/comedy club which was forced to close 

during the COVID-19 pandemic. However, it closed before there was an actual 

prohibition, which was something they also communicated in their Facebook post, 

asking for help and financial support. 

 

It may very well have been a strengthening argument in the cry for help, when 

considering crisis communication, and also what Anders Elleby emphasised. 

Because in times like these, it is required that one show responsibility, integrity, 

and trustability. By mentioning that they closed before they were required to do 

so, Comedy Zoo showed that they place public health above their own business. 

A discourse which is of a very close footing to the audience. Showcasing empathy 

like that can generate sympathy from the audience, considering their concern for 

society has now pulled them into a crisis. Even though they would have ended at 

in the same financial crisis despite their timely precaution, the picture they have 

painted by deciding themselves is much prettier.   

 

That prettier picture and a possible generated sympathy from the audience may 

cause them to help in a general act of giving back. "You showed concern for us. 

Now we show concern for you". It chimes into the common decency of treating 

others as you want to be treated. 
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However, despite making this as an opening argument in their cry for help, there 

is one major factor, which Anders Elleby also emphasises. By asking for help, one 

admits that one's business is not as strong as one might think, and some might 

even believe it to be weak - and why support a weak business? 

 

Well, it is definitely a risk to take, and it is something that potentially could hurt 

the reputation of the brand, and if that is the case, a crisis within the crisis has 

been established. Thus, the crisis turns from being only financial also to be 

reputational. Although, there is also the potential for another outcome by 

admitting weakness and asking for support. As Elleby emphasises, people do 

understand that one can end up in a crisis under certain circumstances, and 

presumably, most people understand that closing for an unknown period of time 

would make most cafés struggle. 

 

If that is the case, that people may understand that one might get into trouble or 

one might struggle, then admitting defeat, which being in financial problems must 

be considered to be, could be beneficial. It may even strengthen brand reputation. 

How so? Well, considering branding and relationship marketing, it is considered a 

strength to have a relationship with one's customers, and even more of a strength 

when the customers are emotionally attached to one's brand. 

 

Sympathy is a strong emotion and having engaged that emotion with one's 

audience is considered significant because sympathy could lead to the desire to 

support or help. If these customers have helped during this crisis, and Comedy 

Zoo has survived, the customer/brand relationship may be even more robust, 

hence, the customers feel more a part of the brand. Thus they helped the brand 

survive. Having helped Comedy Zoo survive, the customers are also in some sense 

financially vested in the brand, which may trigger a need to come more frequently. 

As the theory of branding emphasises, having a secure emotional connection to a 

brand increases the chances of those customers being loyal customers. 

 

Speaking of loyal, that will be a part of the next bit up for discussion concerning 

Comedy Zoo. In their post, they tried to excuse why they are struggling, by stating 

the fact they do not get public support like other cultural instances such as 

museums or theatres, even though they are both within the business of 
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entertaining. As one being close to the comedy scene for quite a while, this is a 

frequent topic of conversation in that environment. There is created a sort of us 

and them feeling in that sense. 

 

This message stands in a bit of contrast with the general scheme of COVID-19 

communication about unity, togetherness and supporting each other. However, 

one must bear in mind who the target of this message was. It was all of those 

people who are customers of Comedy Zoo or just comedy fans in general (two 

things that may be very closely related though). Having targeted these, Comedy 

Zoo expects loyalty shown in by the audience. In a sense, that Comedy Zoo has 

been self-sufficient forever, and this one time they need help contrary for the rest 

of the entertainment industry which is publicly supported. Therefore, show loyalty 

towards the business and the art form by supporting. Additionally, it relates back 

to the reputation as well. It is a counter-argument to the admitting of weakness 

or defeat, by stating that other businesses in the same industry may be weaker. 

However, they have help. 

 

To summarise the discussion of the Comedy Zoo approach. They took an 

emotional approach, making them relatable to the audience by creating a short 

distance between brand and customer. Furthermore, they put their reputation as 

a functioning business at stake. However, it may have increased the brand value 

amongst the customers. Thus the relationship is closer. 

5.2 Case 2 

The mask movement case referring to Gap Inc. efforts in aiding California with 

PPE supplies such as masks, gowns and protective gear is an entirely different 

case than the prior. Gap Inc. is a major corporation coming out of California and 

produces fast-fashion for the entire globe. Compared to Comedy Zoo, this is an 

entirely different kettle of fish. 

 

Gap Inc. going into the crisis with a presumably pretty stable economy, were also 

hit by the COVID-19 pandemic, considering lockdowns all over the world, closing 

malls, stores and whatnot. However, they decided to use the lack of sales, to claim 

their social responsibility as a major corporation. Amongst the target audience of 
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their communication were medical professionals, in the efforts of creating a 

hospital network in California. Basically, it was a relatively smart way of actively 

working towards making the network bigger through voluntary people reaching 

out, to become a part of it. Furthermore, while recruiting volunteers, it was a 

chance for the additional stakeholders to notice Gap's efforts and praising them 

for doing so. 

 

“It is important that you help” (Appendix 1, L. 41).  

 

Elleby emphasises the importance of aiding in these times because this pandemic 

will definitely be remembered. Not only, the pandemic itself but also the brands 

who got attention for either good or bad things. Because these brands may have 

helped people getting through this crisis, although, this is at the moment, not a 

feasible assumption though, hence we have not reached the post phase of the 

COVID-19 pandemic. Therefore, it is impossible to measure. 

 

Despite that, it is widely known that many companies, whether it be major 

corporations or smaller businesses, that they perform certain social or 

environmental responsibility actions. Alongside that, it is not uncommon that 

companies are being caught in doing greenwashing, which, for instance, is 

claiming one is producing with zero carbon footprint (Cresmer, 2019). Why is this 

brought up? Well, in the grey zone of performing social responsibility which is 

often also referred to as Corporate Social Responsibility, often a brands customers 

or common public are not really aware of the magnitude of an action a brand 

perform, or how they actually perform it. 

 

In this case of the COVID-19 pandemic where Gap Inc. will deliver much-needed 

aid to hospitals, the amount of donation will be known, and it will be emphasised, 

due to massive media coverage of this entire crisis. Looking into the pandemic in 

a somewhat cynical manner, one might argue that this pandemic is improved 

brand image delivered on a silver platter if one manages to take one's social 

responsibility. Therefore, Gap Inc. had to chime in amongst its colleagues in the 

industry such as Nike and Adidas. 
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Sticking to the cynical thought of gifted brand image, there is a risk though. As 

previously emphasised the intention perceived by the recipients of the message 

decide whether it will improve one’s reputation or damage it. The risk lies in the 

perception of exploiting the situation, to get some good PR or sell products. 

Therefore, the choice of only delivering to California may become a problem 

eventually, if the consumers perceive Gap Inc. to be able to help in a much larger 

scale and only help a bit to get some good public relations.  

 

This possible problem or obstacle is being countered in the press release by 

emphasising the desire to expand the network of hospitals to more states in the 

US. It is apt to express it as a desire and not a plan. This means they have not 

promised to expand, but they would like to do so. 

5.2.1 Discourse 

Before digressing further into the motivation and possible reputational gain, the 

discourse must also be discussed. Gap Inc. emphasised a mix of being distant 

formal in certain aspects, and rather personal with a heavy focus on pathos in 

others. There may be specific reasons for doing so. First of all, as already touched 

upon the targeting may have affected the tone of voice. Targeting medical 

professional, require a certain amount of professionalism in the message through 

ethos and logos approaches. 

Additionally, this was a press release by a major company on a severe matter who 

had multiple practical pieces of information to share. Furthermore, it was essential 

to show empathy. Hence people are suffering, and the emotional attachment 

between the company and audience is important. Not only in general branding but 

also to verify that Gap Inc. had pure intentions and the motivation lies in helping 

people in need, and not a personal gain for the brand - the discourse of love. 

 

If Gap Inc. had gone out showcasing no pathos whatsoever, it could be perceived 

as external forces forced them to participate in aiding, because they had no 

emotional attachment to the cause. Additionally, it would have shown a complete 

ignorance of the seriousness of the pandemic. On the other hand, a message with 

nothing but the use of pathos could be possibly perceived as unprofessional by a 
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brand of that size. Furthermore, it could be perceived as someone trying to exploit 

the emotions of the recipients. A balance between the two is indeed a requirement. 

 

To summarise the Gap Inc. case, they produced pieces of communication with a 

specific targeting which affected the message. However, they produced messages 

with a mixture of emotion, logic and ethics, to balance the message in a manner 

that verified their motivation, while promoting their cause. The tweet presumably 

helped them in their mission, and theoretically, it was possible to discover several 

of Kotter's steps in change management, and if his theory is at a 100% success 

rate, Gap Inc. seem to be destined for success in their efforts of delivering aids 

for hospitals in need. Although, that might not be equal to a successful outcome 

as a brand - that will be for the customers to decide post-COVID-19. Whether they 

consider Gap Inc. to be a vital part of their fight through COVID-19, and therefore, 

will be appreciated, or if they took advantage of a situation to get easy PR. 

5.3 Case 3 

Multiple sorts of crises have struck spies due to COVID-19. However, the case of 

the refund was the one which spiked the most exposure. This was the only of the 

cases where actual theoretical crisis communication was applicable. 

 

Spies had a crisis on its hand where the media started accusing them of not paying 

refunds, which is an internal problem that the media made public. Spies took a 

classic situational crisis communication approach and went into denial, although 

they did not actually deny it. This was a Facebook post, that was all about 

themselves, their struggles and their prerequisites. The slight use of pathos, was 

to engage sympathy by their customers, as for them to understand why there 

were specific problems. This was emphasised in the press release. However, the 

Facebook post very distant and category entitled by stating their politics were as 

of Danish legislation and "...obviously..." (Appendix 7) that is also in relation to 

refunds. 

 

An arrogant choice of word. Might be to make the accusation seem preposterous 

and outrageous, because how would someone believe that the biggest agency in 

Denmark does not live up to regulation. The word may also be used to trigger a 
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reaction by the loyal customers. Returning to branding and having a relationship 

with the brand. If a customer may be emotionally attached to a brand, the 

customer may also defend the brand when attacked.  

Combining the per se attitude to Spies living up to legislation with the media said 

we were not doing that, may generate sympathy from the customers. This was 

rather imminent in the commentaries of their Facebook post. There was a lot of 

support and praise to gain, just by stating the brand was following legislation. 

Something that they are expected to do; however, when one's expectations are 

met there is a positive output. 

 

As mentioned, particular more clarifying messages were added in the press 

release. Messages that say that Spies may still be living up to their responsibility, 

however, there are probably delays on refunds, but customers are asked to be 

patient due to this challenging situation. Use of pathos not towards their 

customers but towards themselves. Why not share this point, that delays may 

occur in the Facebook post? Well, not knowing the engagement rates of Spies, a 

general Facebook engagement rate is around 3% (Rabo, 2019). This includes 

comments, likes, link clicks. Therefore, in theory, it would be a tiny part of the 

recipients of this Facebook post who would read the press release. Therefore, the 

majority would see the denial of the accusation, which is an essential part of Spies 

in this piece of crisis communication. 

 

The discourse is very practical and logical, and there is not much to gain in terms 

of compassion shown for everyone suffering from COVID-19. Nor is there a 

message of being united during this pandemic. The only emotional segment is a 

request for showing patience. This is probably due to the fact that this case is not 

directly related to the tragedy of COVID-19. This piece of communication is a 

response to an accusation made in relation to COVID-19, which is the only thing 

this message targets to answer. 

 

As a summary of the Spies case, they had to avert a crisis spiked by the Danish 

press. They combined two different kinds of media, whereas the Social Media 

functioned as the punch line and the actual response to the accusation by the 

media. Whereas the press release was a more in-depth description of the actual 

situation. However, the Facebook text was the critical text for Spies to be shown 
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to its customers, in order for them to generate sympathy and support by their 

loyal customer base. 

5.4 What is the best practice? 

This paper has presented three very different cases. One case with a financial 

threat and struggle to survive. A case with a company aiding others in need and 

finally a case of an aversion of a shitstorm. All three cases, due to the COVID-19 

pandemic; however, they all have different offsets. Despite that, all seem to be 

successful, when one considers the positivity in the comment sections beneath 

their social media posts. If all a successful, what is best practice then and what 

discourse is the best to use? 

 

All three cases were not only entirely different from each other, but they also used 

entirely different approaches. Comedy Zoo showed a very close footing, a great 

emphasis on pathos, and just a bit of category entitlement. Gap Inc. was a bit 

more balanced, whereas they were quite a significant presence for both pathos 

and ethos. Finally, Spies were very distant and used category entitled message, 

to show seriousness and defend their reputation. 

 

It may be in the differences the similarities lie. Each approach was meticulously 

made with close assessment and consideration of the target group of the message. 

Not only the relation to the target group but also a combination of taking the given 

situation of the brand, the situational problem and the action into account. 

 

Elleby emphasised that crisis communication as the theory may not be relevant 

concerning this pandemic, because the magnitude of this case is unprecedented. 

Well, the two cases that emphasised a problem in direct relation to COVID-19, 

crisis communication counter moves were not relevant. However, the rhetorical 

arena from crisis communication was highly relevant. As mentioned in the 

paragraph, it may be in the differences the comparison lie. Referring to the 

rhetorical arena, this was the common denominator for all of these cases. There 

has to be made a thorough analysis of the arena, before engaging in crisis 

communication or communicating during a crisis. 
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5.5 Final limitations 

There have already been emphasised certain limitations which were considered 

when entering the paper, and further limitations when deciding the methodology. 

The difference of the cases may be the one limitation, that was not considered 

before analysing. The project wanted to discover best practice, and it was 

considered the best option to gain a broad spectrum of cases to gain the most 

valid reasoning for concluding anything. However, the vast differences may or 

may not make them incomparable. The strength of variation is the comprehensive 

points of views. However, the weakness is the inability to draw direct lines of 

comparison. 

 

It may have been preferable to limit the research to a specific industry or 

geographical area, to make it more specific and comparable. On the other hand, 

it could have limited the data to specific approaches, and therefore particular other 

possibilities would have been left out. Further reflection upon this and future 

research will be emphasised after the conclusion of this research. 

6.Conclusion 

This paper was initiated by the devastating and tragic development of the COVID-

19 pandemic. The entire globe is affected. Continents, countries, counties, 

organisations, brands, families and individuals are all affected, and many are 

suffering due to this pandemic. Not being able to focus on each and every entity 

involved in this pandemic, this paper decided to focus on the brands. More 

specifically, the brands that face struggle or different attention during COVID-19. 

How do the brands win this war? As Trump called it. 

 

To answer that this paper asked how a company should navigate through this 

crisis via communication, and what discourses would grant success. Basically, the 

research set out to find the best practice for COVID-19 management through 

communication. 

 

With thousands of cases to choose from, three different cases were selected. They 

showcased different approaches in terms of discourse. However, their situations 
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were also very different. Some relied heavily on pathos and affecting the emotions 

of the audience. Others relied more on ethos and category entitlement to establish 

credibility. Lastly, was there a stable version of the best of both worlds. 

 

Vastly different cases. Vastly different approaches. Yet, seemingly similar results. 

All cases generated a majority of positive feedback from the audience. It may be 

considered challenging to look at the similarities of such different cases even 

though, and they produced similar outcomes. However, the notable similarity lies 

in the preparation, the targeting and the match between discourse, brand and 

audience. 

 

There were two different hypotheses before heading into this paper. One 

confirmed and one denied. Pathos was not necessarily the most emphasised 

approach; however, a brand's communication was definitely affected by its size 

and situation. A smaller company could be a victim, whereas a large brand with a 

recognised social responsibility had to perform into that responsibility. Although 

these are merely an assumption, hence no examples of the contrary have been 

presented. 

 

What can be concluded then? The rhetorical arena is the most important weapon 

when engaging in the war of COVID-19. Before engaging in communication during 

a pandemic such as COVID-19 one must confine with rhetorical arena. The 

message must be suitable for the audience. However, the size defines the amount 

of wiggle room. Just as in many other incidents, the smaller brand has more 

options when it comes to communication than a major brand has. 

 

Using pathos can definitely be a powerful tool, and it is feasible to emphasise no 

matter the size of the brand. Hence the pandemic generates emotion, and tapping 

into those emotions, makes the brand human. Making the brand human makes it 

relatable and enable the consumers to get attached or feel connected. 

 

What is the best practice? Maintain one's reputation by being relatable to one's 

target audience. The discourse granting it is a combination of a close footing via 

pathos and a bit of category entitlement, making any claims credible. However, 
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none of these will make a brand succeed if they are not aligned with the rhetorical 

arena. If a brand accomplishes to win the battle in the rhetorical arena, the brand 

may win this war, and emerge from this crisis stronger than ever.  

7.Future research / Reflections 

One of the limitations going into this project was the fact that this pandemic was 

an ongoing event while starting the project and still is to this day. Therefore, it 

was somewhat difficult to conclude anything in terms of whether something was 

successful or not. Analysing the initial responses to posts while considering 

potential goals of making these posts was the only option in making any relatively 

valid conclusions. 

 

However, the limitations to those are clear. First of all, whether it being a success 

or not is down to interpretation by the researcher. As stated previously, those 

interpretations may have a degree of bias involved, and the social construct of the 

researcher shapes them. In an ideal world, the research would be able to analyse 

the development of each brand from prior to the crisis, to mid-crisis and post-

crisis. Therefore, one topic for future research could definitely be considering these 

different brands post-crisis. An analysis as such would require the entire 

communication and several posts to be analysed, making a clear and valid picture 

of their development. 

 

Although the vast differences of these cases may make it peculiar to make it into 

one piece of research, one was actual crisis communication avoiding a shitstorm, 

whereas the two others had more emphasis on branding. Additionally, their goals 

have been vastly different. Gap Inc. decided to provide aid, and Comedy Zoo 

asked for financial support in order to survive as a business. However, it may be 

exciting research to discover how Gap Inc. efforts were perceived. Were they 

adequate, were they astonishing, or were they a simple and corny marketing stunt 

to create good pr? 

 

Furthermore, future research on this topic could be made on these companies who 

provided aid in one way or the other where change management went into play. 
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Did companies stick to this transformation, for instance, if Gap Inc. had found a 

new source of income by selling masks and protective gear on the back of this 

crisis? 

 

An obvious point of research could also be the survival of Comedy Zoo. If they 

manage to survive, it could be interesting to see whether their business had 

become more prosperous post-COVID-19 and if it has any relation to the support 

and their cry for help during the pandemic. 

 

Finally, future research regarding this topic could be the research question itself. 

Getting a more profound amount of raw data, from multiple companies within 

each category, whether the companies were struggling financially, covered their 

social responsibility providing aid, or ended in a potential shitstorm as collateral 

damage from COVID-19.  

7.1 Final remarks  

This paper was made to shed some initial light upon a period, in which 

communicators, theorist and other experts within several fields will study to an 

extension. An era of communication like this has never been seen before, where 

the entire globe has closed down in almost world war-like conditions, where 

technological development allows everyone to have an opinion about everything. 

This is an awful time, however, such an exciting time as a communicator - because 

just as being a part of a start-up, communicators are being pushed into deep 

water which forces you to swim and think outside the box. 

 

As a communicator, I cannot wait to discover even more about brands and how 

they manage themselves through this pandemic. 

 

I would like to thank my supervisor Pia Aarestrup, who was a great help and 

support during this paper. A paper which mid-process got an entirely new subject 

being COVID-19, making the entire process a lot more concise. A process which 

was not only very concise but also rather peculiar due to the lockdown. 

 

Thank you for reading.     
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9. Appendices 

Appendix 1 

Appendix one is a transcript of the interview with Anders Elleby, Chief Advisor at 

Lead Agency. The interview was conducted in Danish, however the quotes used 

in the paper has been translated into English. 
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Appendix 2 

The second appendix is a screen dump of the Facebook post that Comedy Zoo 

posted on March 14th. (Comedy Zoo, 2020) Once again, the text is in Danish 

however, all quotes have been translated to English. 
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Appendix 3 

A comment by supporter in the commentary section of Comedy Zoo Facebook 
post (Comedy Zoo, 2020) 

 

 

 

Appendix 4 

The tweet by Gap Inc. on March 25th. (Gap Inc., 2020) 
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Appendix 5 

The press release forwarded by Gap Inc. in relation to the mask movement. 

(Gap Inc., 2020)  
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Appendix 6 

A Twitter response on the Gap Inc. post (Gap Inc., 2020) 
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Appendix 7 

Facebook post by Spies on March 16th. (Spies, 2020) In Danish – Quotations are 

translated to English. 
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Appendix 8 

Press release by Spies in Danish. Quotations are translated to English (Spies, 

2020) 
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Appendix 9 

Comment from the commentary section of the Spies Facebook post. Quotations 
in English (Spies, 2020). 

 

Appendix 10 

Comment from the commentary section of the Spies Facebook post. Quotations 

in English (Spies, 2020). 
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